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OrigamX by The Black Tank is designed for creative lighting designers and
innovative architects that wish to harness the dynamism of entertainment and
theatrical luminaires in architectural applications.
The OrigamX Medi-O DYNAMIC 16W architectural luminaires produce tunable
white, color mixing, theatrical grade dimming (to 0%), and dynamic
continuous/variable zoom, all in one ﬁxture.
At just 2” diameter, it can ﬁt any aesthetic with extensively customizable color,
housing, optic, and mounting options.
This inﬁnitely ﬂexible ﬁxture is designed to create drama, stir up emotion, and
intensify architecture, art, and people with dynamic spotlighting, wall washing,
and scenes.

Protected by US and International Patents.

KEY FEATURES

LUDICROUS MODE

DUAL MODE

VARIABLE ZOOM

Our Patented driver technology provides
full ﬁxture wattage at any CCT or color
mixed output. Ludacris Mode maintains
LED lifetime while providing up to 4x the
output of similarly sized ﬁxtures.

RGBA mixing produces both color and
2000K-10,000K white light at +90 CRI in
one ﬁxture. Pre-set CCT recipes makes it
easy to smoothly switch between color
and tunable white light.

Remotely manipulate the beam angle
from 8° to 50° via DMX. Smooth
continuous control enables dramatic
eﬀects without using a ladder.

QUALITY OF LIGHT

MODULAR AND COMPACT

SUPERIOR CONTROL

Our luminaires are made in the USA
with the highest quality optics,
proprietary binning, integral color
calibration and patented heat sink. Their
light quality and consistent long-lasting
output are tested in-house before
delivery.

Built with speciﬁers and lighting
designers in mind – easily collaborate on
specs and design with modular and
customizable mounting, housings, optic,
and color options. The ﬁxture’s versatility
and aesthetics can match any
environment.

DMX with 100% Compliant RDM
control protocol provides easy
automation and endless oppurtunities.
Tie into other lighting systems, sensors,
and schedules for dramatic dynamic
dimming and beam zooming.
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MOUNTING OPTIONS
The Medi-O’s canopy mounting options (pendant, stem,
and monopoint) use a single Cat5 cable to provide power
and DMX/RDM connection for simple installation. For
track installations, we provide a low-voltage track system
with the lowest track proﬁle available at just .6” depth,
ideal for low ceilings and reconﬁgurable spaces. Ask us
about custom options such as gooseneck, stackable
housings, and OEM integration.
Pendant

SPECIFICATIONS
Input Voltage:
Power Consumption:
Power Input:
LED:

16W (DC Input) at 100% Output
DMX/RDM Low Voltage Track or CAT5 (Power +Data)
RGBA (Color Mixing, Tunable White and Fixed White)

Lumen Maintenance:

80,000 Hours B50 L70 at 45C (LM-79-08 Standard)

Lumen Output:

~400 Lumens (Based on Color or CCT Blend)

Data:

Stem

RJ45 Connector

Color Range:
Operation:

Monopoint Knuckle

12-24VDC

DMX/RDM Track

4.2 Billion discrete mixes (256 x 256 x 256 x 256)
DMX: 8 or 16 bit DMX512 / Master Dimming to 0%

PWM Frequency

16kHz

Operating Temp.:

-13° to 113° F (-20° to 45° C)

Humidity:

0 - 95% Non-condensing

Weight:

8 Oz (0.23 kg)

Approvals:

FCC Class B Radiated and Conducted
ETL / UL Standards 2108
cETL / CSA C22.2 No. 250.0
UL8750 and CSA 250.13
CE / IP20 Rated
Photometric Data Available Online

HOW IT’S INSTALLED
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DESIGNED BY THE BLACK TANK
The name OrigamX is derived from its patented “X” shaped light engine, folded into the Medi-O’s
speciﬁable housing. OrigamX is The Black Tank’s architectural lighting system and product line.
Black Tank is an LED tech company focused on speciﬁcation and theatrical grade product
development. In partnership with Rosco Labs, we released the Cube Family which have been used
around the world in Museums to light priceless art, critical theatrical environments such as Cirque
De Soleil and on Broadway, and to replace traditional ﬁxtures in dynamic architectural
installations. The OrigamX Light Engine is the culmination of all our experience, 18 months of
R&D along with feedback from industry leading LDs, architects, and engineers.
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